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“One punch more than 20?”

When hearing this pangolin, Xia Wei, Xiaochunhua and the old man
were all stunned on the spot, staring at the action already. George
Han.

At this time, the three people had no previous thoughts, but they were
like a dream, and their minds were full of three words that were
surprisingly consistent.

Make a big deal!

It takes more than 20 punches, and as long as the brains are not sick,
people will not do it like this.

“No.” The

pangolin shook his head.

“Unless…”

Xia Wei understood immediately, frowning and said: “Unless Brother
George Han thinks that his strength completely crushes these dozens
of monsters, it’s like…”

“Yes, it’s like a master against a mortal, a true god against a master
“The pangolin nodded.

Only the existence of that kind of transcendence can have such
arrogance and arrogance of contempt for everything.

“But how is it possible?” Xiaochunhua said in anxious and depressed
mood: “These monsters are not mortals, who can have a place in this
Devil Cloud Ghost City, who is not from the sea of   bones and
blood?”



“Single talk about anything ? For one, they are all masters of
masters.”

Yes, there are such a group of top masters, but with a single George
Han, it is another matter to say whether they can win the fight, but the
higher the level of this kind of thing, it seems to be really complete.
does not exist.

“Should…” Xia Wei said suddenly.

Although she only said three words, the three of them clearly
understood what she meant.

The three of them shook their heads, obviously not accepting this
theory.

“Fuck, what is he doing?”

Almost at the same time, the bear man who reflected the fastest also
suddenly spotted George Han who appeared behind the bull. When
he was about to make a move, he was surprised to find that George
Han was this one. The punch seems to hit the back of the bull, but in
fact…

otherwise!

“He’s hitting the air!”

someone shouted in surprise!

That’s right!

At this time, George Han gathered all his strength, but within a short
distance from the back of the bull, he suddenly changed his direction
and struck towards the center of the crowd.

Neuropathy!

Almost everyone cursed in their hearts.

But only George Han, not only was not affected by these at all, but
also hung the sky fire directly between his fists, so that the fist



suddenly burst into flames, and the huge Chaos power was also
instantly blessed.

Although it was a human fist, it carried an extremely blue turbulent
flame.

“

Get on it!” Boom!

The fire fist passed directly, and a punch hit the ground straight from
the air.

This lunatic!

boom!

The huge flame hit the ground directly, after the loud noise, as if
someone had placed a huge explosive in the ground, the entire
ground could not be lifted directly.

Xia Wei and the three only saw the land with the group of people in
the center, as if it had encountered an underground eruption, and it
was directly lifted as high as a huge hill. Not only were they lifted up,
but also the houses tens of meters around could not escape. One
after another, they collapsed directly in the shaking.

Dust and smoke billowed.

But even with such a dramatic change, the four of them still stared at
the court, regardless of whether they were stable or not.

In the rolling dust, the four of them saw a scene that shocked them
extremely.

More than twenty monsters were lifted directly into the air as the
ground lifted, thumping and roaring in the air.

Obviously, as participants, even if this group of people flew into the air,
they still haven’t reflected, what the hell is going on.

The ground rises, the ground falls.



The more than twenty monsters also fell instantly with gravity.

However, at this moment, the falling bear man was surprised to find
that George Han standing on the ground showed a cold smile at the
corner of his mouth.

“Get me up again!”

Boom!

With another punch, the ground moved again, and the aftermath
revived.

Twenty or so monsters took off directly before they landed.
Accompanied by houses further away, the walls began to crack and
even collapsed due to the distortion of the ground…

“Rise again.”

Boom! !

“Return.”

Boom!

Seeing more than two dozen monsters, rising and falling as if floating
in a huge sea at this time, the four of Xia Wei looked straight.

George Han sneered, looking at the group of raised monsters again.
This time, he no longer hammered the ground. His hands were
slightly spread, and the sky-fire moon wheel separated left and right
palms.

“What is he going to do?” The bear who was lifted up again looked at
George Han in a very vigilant and worried way.

Although he had only fought with George Han not long ago, for Xiong
Ren, he has already begun to understand that George Han’s style of
doing things can’t be guessed with normal people’s thinking at all.

George Han smiled, moved his hand, and smiled coldly: “Don’t do



anything, let’s experiment with you.” After the words fell, he slowly
closed his hands with two strengths…
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As George Han put his hands together, the sky fire and moon wheel
held in each palm were also annihilated in George Han’s palms.

Perhaps, for the enemy, they were fierce and ruthless, but in George
Han’s hands, they were not irritable, but quietly obeyed all the
arrangements of George Han.

At least, that’s right now.

But when everyone thought it was just like this, suddenly, in George
Han’s palms, there was a strong and invisible force accumulating
crazily.

What followed was the cracking of the land under George Han’s feet,
and the slender crevices even spread all the way, rushing toward the
deeper direction of the city.

boom!

As the ground crevice passed, the house was blasted down, and
everything was still shaking with the slight shaking of the ground.

The pangolin people were frightened and stupid. He could clearly feel
that the core of all the crazy jitters came from George Han, and the
center of George Han was in the closed palms.

“What kind of ghost power is this?” the pangolin said in shock.

But at the same time, he suddenly thought, as if… there is nothing to
be shocked.

The guy in front of him is someone who can contend with the inner
strength of the little princess Qilin, so the strong inner strength that he
has erupted naturally seems incredible, but it is reasonable.

“Now, maybe it’s time to say that sentence.” Thinking of this, the
pangolin was suddenly relieved.



Exist like a god!

Perhaps, he has never seen what the true god is like in his entire life,
and he doesn’t know how huge the true god’s energy is, but at least at
this moment, for all the knowledge of pangolins, the god is no more
than George Han. That’s it.

Xia Wei and Xiaochunhua didn’t say a word, maybe, just as the
pangolin said, he is like a god.

A slight smile appeared at the corner of Xiao Chunhua’s mouth,
mother, have you seen it?

Perhaps, as you said, all sufferings are sweet at the end.

She once thought that this was a huge lie made up by her mother to
coax her to survive. She knew that she was a person abandoned by
the heavens and could only reincarnate in pain for the rest of her life.
How could there be such a sweet day? But who could have imagined
that Liu Anhuaming seemed to see the village in the dark!

Once forced to flee helplessly, is it really as the man in front of me
said?

Freedom and new life in exchange? !

This is the case for bystanders, not to mention those who are in it.

Looking at the seemingly huge but missing power in George Han’s
hands, the bear man was already in a panic.

It was right under his body, as if a sword was hanging upside down on
the ground, he didn’t know when it would suddenly be inserted into his
body.

But in any case, this was the first time he felt the fear of death in the
decades of being in Devil Cloud Ghost City.

“Trash, it’s time to see you again.”

George Han’s eyes gleamed coldly, and his palms were slowly pulled
out at this time.



In the center of both palms, there was a wave of blue and red, like fire
but not fire, electricity but not electricity, beating violently.

“Haha, hahahaha.”

Looking at this energy, even at this moment George Han smiled
terribly.

Almost gathered most of the power in his body, fused everything in his
body, just for this move.

It is true that for George Han, dealing with this group of people is
indeed a bit of a sledgehammer, but he knows better than anyone that
he must do this.

“Give it to me.” With a

roar, the beating blue and red power suddenly increased, like a giant
ball, rushing towards dozens of monsters overhead.

“Fuck, it’s all my luck to resist.” Upon seeing the bear, his whole body
was shocked.

The beating huge blue and red ball, although it has not reached the
body, but can already feel the infinite power contained in it, and the
crazy agitators inside it, once in contact with it, the bear people dare
not imagine the consequences.

Or maybe, he has no right to know what the consequences are.

Hearing the words of the bear man, all the monsters hurriedly
transported the energy of the whole body, cooperated with each other,
and directly propped up a huge defensive energy cover, which is
bound to come to life and death with George Han’s blue and red ball.

boom!

When the two met, the blue and red ball suddenly exploded…
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